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Lumion Is For Architects With Lumion, Architects can work in the same way as sculptors. Designing is a creative process and for a long time, architects did all their designs in 2D. A lot has changed since then. Computers have improved and 3D is a great way of exploring ideas and communication. 3D has advantages over 2D It is easier to communicate design ideas
and plans. 3D visuals are better than 2D drawings at communicating design. 2D drawings are difficult to communicate the 3D model. How to create 3D model With Lumion you can import 3D models from Sketchup or 3DSketch. These are pretty easy to do. Then you can import images. To import from Sketchup, go to File->Import. Then select the Sketchup model to
import. It might take a little while, so be patient. Lumion has tutorials for how to import. It's possible to import from 3DSketch directly. Check the import tutorial. There are some special apps for importing objects. Go to App->Get. It will search for specific apps or open a website with the app. Search for Sketchup. You can import images. To do this, go to
Image->Import. Select the pictures to import. To change the lighting of your model, go to Lighting->Edit Lighting. Then change the lights or add more. You can add a light on a location with Go to Location->Add Location->Light. You can add textures to models. To do this, go to Materials->Textures. The materials are a little complicated. You can add textures from
your camera, from your computer or the camera on your computer. You can import textures from other applications like Photoshop. It's easiest to import textures with Sketchup because you can search it for textures you have and add them to your model. It's not always easy to add textures from other applications. How to edit Lumion models With Lumion you can edit
your model. If you are new to Lumion, here is an overview of the tools. Tools Camera With the camera tool you can see exactly what you are designing. This allows you to make changes quickly and efficiently. There is a lot to learn about camera and how to move it. Move the camera Zoom in and out Rotate
Example graphics card to run Lumion | Lumion 3D rendering equipment. Click on the Windows search bar or press the WIN + S keys at the same time. In the "Start" menu, select "Open"; in the left menu, select the "All Programs" item and then find the "Utilities" command in the "Accessories" list. Select command "Command line"; in the window that opens, enter
the command and press the "Enter" key. In the input window that opens, enter the command lumion and press the Enter key. Your computer should have Lumion installed, if not, you will need to download the latest version from the Internet. fffad4f19a
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